Carl: 10 hours, 11 sources, 6 bathroom breaks

You: One click on ResultsPlus

Get the right answer faster with ResultsPlus.
Your research may already
be done.
When you run a search on Westlaw®,
ResultsPlus® suggests analytical materials and legal briefs relevant to your
search topic – as well as materials related to individual cases.
With ResultsPlus, one link can reveal
the answer to your legal question, or
expand your understanding of a legal
issue.

On-point material from
West’s leading analytical
content.
American Law Reports
• ALR® articles dissect the law and lead you
to cases, statutes, forms and law reviews on
your topic
Am Jur® 2d
• The world’s most authoritative legal encyclopedia, gets you up to speed on unfamiliar areas of law
Treatises
• Time-savers such as Am Jur Trials and Am
Jur Proof of Facts provide in-depth, practical
information
Law reviews
• Titles such as Harvard Law Review and Yale
Law Journal illuminate legal issues related
to a case
Legal briefs
• 1.6 million federal and state appellate briefs
for insight on cases and strategy successfully used
West Key Numbers
• Find one case on a point of law and get a
quick pathway to others, in your jurisdiction
or any other

Now with topical and state-specific publications!

Suggesting topical and state-specific materials relevant to your
legal matter.
Now ResultsPlus draws from numerous topical and state-specific publications, including 50 State Surveys® and Witkin’s California Criminal Law.
Only ResultsPlus puts a powerful topical and state law library collection behind your
Westlaw search, saving you valuable time.

Covers individual cases to save you research time!

No other online legal service offers you the power of ResultsPlus.

With ResultsPlus, helpful analysis comes to you instead
of you having to go searching for it.
ResultsPlus covers most searches on Westlaw – caselaw, statutory,
regulatory and analytical – linking* you with relevant material to expand your understanding of a legal topic while saving you time.
American Law Reports (ALR):
Complete treatments of the law referencing cases, statutes, forms and
law reviews on your topic.
Am Jur 2d:
Long relied upon to get you up to speed on unfamiliar areas of law
and streamline your preparation.
West Topic and Key Numbers:
Integrate related materials on a point of law – without you having to
create another word query.
Law Reviews:
Authored by experts in their fields and full of helpful information.
Legal Briefs:
A timesaving source of insight on your legal matter.
Topical and State-Specific Materials:
Content relevant to your matter from the most respected legal analytical materials.
ResultsPlus for Individual Cases:
Understand your retrieved cases better with relevant analytical articles.
ResultsPlus is also available for news searches. When you run a
search on a company in a news database, ResultsPlus displays links to
Company Profiles and Investext PDF Reports, if available.

Find out what’s new with ResultsPlus
at westlawresultsplus.com.
Or call the West Reference Attorneys
at 1-800-REF-ATTY (1-800-733-2889).

* Linking may involve additional charges based on Westlaw plan inclusion.
Please check your plan for your specific charges.

BETTER RESULTS FASTER.
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